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TDM is happy to share with you TDMCreate 1.1, module to create XOOPS modules.

What's new in this version:
- Additional elements in the forms:
  * TextArea
  * Color Picker (mimetypes and size can be changed in the preferences for each field)
  * Image Upload (mimetypes and size can be changed in the preferences for each field)
  * a new field: Select , to retrieve data from another table of the module, you need to indicate or
to fix the main fields in the table.
- Adding a system to determine which fields will be searched in a global search in Xoops (valid
for a table)
- Adding a system of required fields in forms
- Add comments (valid for a table)

Fixed some bugs, I can not remove the bug "ï»¿" I encoded with UTF8 without BOM, but it
changes nothing 

This module was tested with Xoops 2.3.3, I advise you to uninstall the previous version and
then reinstall this version.

I put in the language files, additions in English, if I get translations, they will be added as and
when.

   Links:   

Download: here
You have ideas for improvements:  here 
You found a bug:  here 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/tdmfr/files/TDMCreate1.1.zip/download
http://www.tdmxoops.net/modules/newbb/viewforum.php?forum=40
http://www.tdmxoops.net/modules/newbb/viewforum.php?forum=41
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